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was practically decided on after Man-

ager John had looked over the line-

up Callahan is using at present, the
same one he will send into the local
strife.

Only two naturaH bats- - J

men, Lord and Chappell, are playing
regularly. Buck Weaver takes the
first-ba- se side of the plate against a
right-han- d pitcher, but he is not real-
ly at home in the position. Cheney,
Humphries and Stack are expected
to be strong when, facing the galaxy
of Sox clubbers. Humphries and his
side-ar- m curve should be especially
effective.

On the other hand, Pierce, Vaughn
and Watson would, on the dope, have
a Hard task. There would be seven
right-hand- ed batsmen against them
except on days when Reb Russell
pitches.

For this reason the right-han- d

moundsmen will labor regularly to
keep in trim. Several open dates to-

ward the end of the season will give
i them a chance to rest, and Moore,
Watsonand Pierce will take care of
the. exhStkn games which have
been--carde- with minor towns for
these-ope- n dates.

Phelan and Corriden were used
yesterday against Niehaus, the Card-
inal southpaw, and the Boy Scouts
will replace Evers and Bridwell when-
ever a left-hand- er appears on the
knoll for the enemy. For the simple
reason that Callahan intends to use
Red Russell in at least two games of
the series, and Bridwell and Evers
are not very strong aaginst the off-
side flingers.

Phelan has been replacing Evers
frequently, but Bridwell usually re-

tains his job no matter who is pitch-
ing. Evers figures that Al's assist-
ance in teamwork is invaluable. His
loss'will not make much difference in
a short series. The extra hits Cor-
riden may get will be more important.

Ed Reulbach is to have 'a chance
agaist his former teammates during
the Brooklyn series, which opens on.

'the West Side this afternoon.-- Big Ed J
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is developing into a regular sensa-
tion. His last time out he held the
slugging Giants to a pair of measly
hits, and beat them easily. He has
also conquered his wild streak, and is
giving fewer passes than the average
pitcher. .

This reversal of form can only be
explained by satisfactory surround-- vl
ings. Reulbach was not happy as a
Cub. He felt that he was not given
the right opportunity to show his
worth. This period o'f dissatisfaction
extended over two or three years.
He is pitching better ball for Brook-
lyn than Stack is .for Chicago, but
the Logan Square lad is doing more
for the locals than Reulbach did, so
the swap was not a bad one from this
end. .. , '

Huggins showed a good youngster;
in. Niehaus, the Battle Creek left-

hander. He gave only four hits, but
one, a homer by Corriden, followed
a pair of passes. The other three hits
did not count in the scoring. Yes-
terday's game finished the schedule
for the year between the Cubs and
Cards. Evers' men won the last nine
games played.

Paul Masser, the Des Momes, la.,
boy, who saved three children from
drowning while en route to a ball
game, acted as bat boy for the Cubs
today. Manager Evers likes the lad,
who is in Chicago for a visit, and has
offered him a permanent berth.

Take the White Sox team as a
whole, and it looked no better in vic-
tory against the Athletics yesterday
than it did in defeat by the Browns
last week. The fielding was better,
it is true, but Joe Berger, who was a
not In the St Louis series, performed
the star stunt when he engineered
a double play that stifled the Mack-me- n.

It was a two-ma- n win, and, as
usual, one of the duo was a pitcher.
Russell pitched great ball. The other v

day we pointed to the nerve of the
Sox flingers, and" showed that the"
most they could hope for was a. small
margin of runs to work on. Russell


